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Monday, March 4
Lomtalay Sitzoraueng vs. Phetsinean Phayaksuphan
Fonpet Chuwattana vs. Design Rajanont
Saifah Lupordam vs. Kanokrath Sor. Tienpo
Sakmongkon 96Penang vs. Chotchasarn Wor. Wiwatananont

Tuesday, March 5
Prakaiphet J.S.P. vs. Rung-Ubon Zakami
Prakaiphet Zakami vs. Yothin Sakaetongresort
Jamesak Sakburiram vs. Phetkarat Jitmuangnont

Wednesday, March 6
Yodkhunpon Sitmonchai vs. Dejnarong Wor. Sungprapai
Nueng-Ubon Sitlertchai vs. Jaroensub Sakgreerin
Nuengtrakarn Excidicalgym vs. Nontakit Tor. Morsri

Thursday, March 7
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Singdam Kiatmoo9 vs. Sagetdao Phetphayathai
Petboonchu F.A. Group vs. Wanchalerm Aoodonmuang
Damien Alamos vs. Thongchai Sitthongsak
Chokprecha Kor. Sakooncher vs. Mondam Sor. Weraphon
Niwwangjan Pakonponsurin vs Rittidet Wor Wantawee
Yokpet Sompongmarptaput vs. Wanchalong Sitzornong
Kataphet Sor. Suradej vs. Kengkart Sor. Chokkitchai
Ponakrit Kor Kampanart vs. Lamnampong Numjeanstawanna

This week's big show is obviously on Thursday. After a lot of shuffling with the fight card we've
arrived with the lineup that we have above and it's still absolutely stacked.

Yodwicha had to pull out of a rematch with Petboonchu unfortunately, but a rematch between
Petboonchu and Wanchalerm is still a really good fight. Their first fight was a clinch battle and
this one should be more of the same.

Sagetdao will be wanting to turn the fight with Singdam into a clinch battle. They last fought in
April of last year with Singdam taking the win. Singdma has been on a huge roll since that fight,
which started a six fight win streak that was snapped by Saenchai.

Thongchai vs. Damien Alamos is another interesting fight, and it's at 137. Thongchai is an
aggressive clincher and might cause a lot of trouble for Alamos, despite having moved up in
weight a little bit. Thongchai's fight against Petboonchu on February 17 was at 137 for him as
well. The level of competition at 135 and below is much higher than the weight where Damien
fights up and that's why it's not surprise when lighter fighters can move up and defeat good
fighters there.

Wanchalong will be looking to avenge a loss last month to Yokpet. Yokpet won the Lumpinee
super flyweight title in that fight and that belt is also on the line in this fight. The Lumpinee
bantamweight title is also on the line between Wanchalong's former foe Chokprecha, and
Mondam. That should be a very good fight and an interesting clash of styles.
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